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In many fields, growers and their consultants report
that their residual soil nitrate values are high
compared to ‘normal’ values.

Are these high values ‘real’?



There is far more confidence from high values in a
zone-tested field, than from a field composite
sample.
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Average value 48 lb nitrate-N/acre
Part of the field very over-fertilized
and 7/11 of the field under-fertilized
by 20 lb N/acre.



There is far more confidence from high values in a
zone-tested field, than from a field composite
sample.
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Same field sampled by zones



Soil nitrate-N is very important in producing a
profitable fertilizer N rate.

Modern N fertilizer rate recommendations 
are designed to maximize farmer profits
(not necessarily yield).

If it costs more to produce 5 bushel of greater corn yield,
than why do it?



Fertilizer N recommendations are based on the $ return to additional N applied.
Above is Eastern North Dakota medium-textured soils from 20 cent lb N to $1/lb N at $4/bushel corn
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y = -0.0115x2 + 4.5992x + 1486.1
R² = 0.0267
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Eastern ND Sunflower Yield, 2014-2015
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Example-Combining all sites with actual yield at N rate looks like this
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When it really looks like this-



To get a better idea of what the data look like without showing all 
the curves is to ‘Standardize’ the data- putting it all in the same 
scale

For example-
A sunflower site with high yield 4,000 pounds per acre, 

divide all yields by 4,000, to reach values from 0 to 1

A sunflower site with high yield 1,800 pounds per acre, 
divide all yields by 1,800, to reach values from 0 to 1

A sunflower site with high yield 2,500 pounds per acre, 
divide all yields by 2,500, to reach values from 0 to 1
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Standarding yields at all sites end up looking like this-
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Western ND Conventional
Till  wheat sites raw yields

Western ND Conventional Till
wheat sites, standardized
yields



Western ND No-Till  
wheat sites raw yields

Western ND No-Till  
wheat sites standardized yields



Eastern ND no-till,  
corn sites raw yields

Eastern ND no-till, 
corn sites standardized yields



Eastern ND Conventional Till,  
sunflower sites raw yields

Eastern ND Conventional Till 
sunflower sites 
standardized yields



y = -3E-05x2 + 0.0109x + 0.0714
R² = 0.5499
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Relative Yield 2-Row Barley vs TKAN

y = -0.0365x + 59.422
R² = 0.0059
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Barley Yield, vs Total Known Available N 2-Row Barley raw yields, 4 site years

2-Row Barley standardized
yields, 4 site years



Low yield environment-
usually drier (sometimes excessive wetness)

Lower N use efficiency and crop uptake
Less N mineralization

High yield environment-
Moisture near ideal- not too wet or too dry
Higher N use efficiency and crop uptake
Greater N mineralization

Net result is that rate to produce economic max yield
is similar in both environments.



There is a new phone app for Android phones for 
the 3 N calculators. 

Go to app store and search for North Dakota Crop Nitrogen 
Calculator and follow the instructions.

It’s free to download.

We also have an app for IPhones-

Go to the Iphone app store and look up 
North Dakota Crop Nitrogen Calculator, 
then follow instructions.



How about other nutrients?

The North Dakota K calculator also takes into account
the cost of K fertilizer.

P fertilizer profitability also depends on P fertilizer cost
relative to crop yield, but we do not have a P calculator.





Summary of considerations for fertilization this season-

- If soil analysis of each field has not been done, make it
so.

- Zone sampling for nutrients is much more instructive 
than a composite soil test, and the values are much
more believable.

- Use the N calculators to determine the most 
profitable N rate.

- Don’t be afraid to back off broadcast P rates this year.



Contact information-

My contact information
Dave Franzen
701-799-2565
david.franzen@ndsu.edu
for my website- search for Dave Franzen NDSU

choose ‘Homepage’
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